MUNDANE DATA PAGE: FALSE FLAGS
The following are links to charts of events that I have examined over the years. This page is devoted
to false flag events that have been documented through investigative sources. A false flag event is
one that is instigated by a state actor against the people of their own country in order to influence
public opinion against another group or country. They are treasonous events, in other words, or
crimes against a nation’s citizens at the very least. They are used either to start wars or to instigate
draconian laws against the public. They usually have several indications:
1) The media is used to provoke public outrage by repeatedly broadcasting or reporting horrific
images and stories, also with news stories demonizing the alleged perpetrators. The
perpetrators are normally portrayed as terrorists. Or, if the perpetrator is reputedly another
state, that state’s leader is portrayed as a madman, despot or cruel dictator, with cited human
rights violations, often of a very cruel nature.
2) Eyewitness accounts of the events often do not tally with official reports.
3) Accounts contrary to the official reports are not reported by the mainstream media.
4) There are often drills about a similar type of attack taking place on or around the day of the
attack.
5) People who speak out against the official reports, having solid evidence to support their
claims, are portrayed as ‘conspiracy theorists’ by officials and mainstream media.
6) Evidence collected at the site is quickly disappeared, covered up, planted or doctored. In
police jargon, planted evidence is called a ‘throw-down’.
Almost all of the events listed below have a known time to the minute, with the source being
referenced on the chart, and with links to the articles by clicking on the time. This page, is updated
as I get more information, and will likely change month-by-month. Events are listed alphabetically
within each category, rather than by date. Conspiracy theory, or not? Judge for yourselves.
Known False Flag Events (admitted by officials after the fact or by uncovered evidence)
11 Sep 2001, (USA) 8:46 AM EDT, New York, NY, US
1999_Buynaksk_Apartment_Bombing: (Dagastan) 4 Sep 1999, 10:00 PM BAT (-4:00), Buynaksk,
Dagastan
1999_Moscow_Mall_Bombing: (Russia) 31 Aug 1999, 8:00 PM BADT (-4:00), Moscow, Russia
1999_Pechatniki_Apartment_Bombing: (Russia) 9 Sep 1999, 12:05 AM BADT, Moscow, Russia
Atocha_Massacre: (Spain) 24 Jan 1977, 10:30 PM CET (-1:00) Madrid, Spain
Bologna Rail Station Bombing: (Italy) 2 Aug 1980, 10:25 AM CEDT (-2:00), Bologna, Italy
Celle_Hole_Incident: (Germany) 25 Jul 1978, 2:54 AM CET (-2:00), Celle, Germany
Gulf_of_Tonkin_Incident: (Vietnam) 4 Aug 1964, 10:40 PM EDT (4:00), Gulf of Tonkin, Vietnam
Kashirskoye_Highway_Bombing: (Russia) 13 Sep 1999, 5:00 AM BADT (-4:00), Moskow, Russia
Mukden Incident: (China) 18 Sep 1931, 10:20 PM MT (-8:30), Mukden (Shenyang), China
Raid_on_Armando_Diaz: (Italy) 21 Jul 2001, 11:55 PM CEDT (-2:00), Genoa, Italy

Rastanski_Lozja_Action: (Macedonia) 2 Mar 2002, 3:50 AM CET (-1:00), Skopje, Macedonia
Reichstag Fire: (Germany) 26 Feb 1933, 9:00 PM CET, Berlin, Germany
Volgodonsk_Bombing: (Russia) 16 Sep 1999, 5:57 AM BADT (-4:00), Volgodonsk, Russia
For further reading and sources:
http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/42falseflags.php#axzz4u3GFmhQt

